Abstract-The purpose of this article is to review studies of aneurysm risk factors and the suggested hypotheses that connect the different risk factors and the underlying mechanisms governing the aneurysm natural history. The result of this work suggests that at the center of aneurysm evolution there is a cycle of wall degeneration and weakening in response to changing hemodynamic loading and biomechanic stress. This progressive wall degradation drives the geometrical evolution of the aneurysm until it stabilizes or ruptures. Risk factors such as location, genetics, smoking, co-morbidities, and hypertension seem to affect different components of this cycle. However, details of these interactions or their relative importance are still not clearly understood.
INTRODUCTION
Unruptured intracranial aneurysms occur in 5-8% of the general population. 106 It has been suggested that some aneurysms bleed shortly after formation and thus are rarely detected as unruptured aneurysms, and that most aneurysms without early rupture remain stable through some healing process. 112 Most people with unruptured aneurysms remain asymptomatic and are usually unaware of their presence. 143 Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) from a ruptured cerebral aneurysm is a devastating condition that carries high mortality, long term disability rates and high costs. 147 Increased detection of unruptured intracranial aneurysms, which usually carry low rupture risk, has fueled a decades-long debate of whether aneurysms need immediate treatment or not. Many studies have focused on identifying risk factors for the formation and rupture of intracranial aneurysms as well as on understanding the basic mechanisms responsible for their initiation, progression and rupture.
The underlying mechanisms governing aneurysm evolution from formation to rupture are thought to be multifactorial, involving hemodynamic loads, wall biomechanics, mechanobiology, and contacts with the peri-aneurysmal environment. 117 It is generally accepted that the rupture of saccular aneurysm is the consequence of the inability of the wall to contain the hemodynamic loads and rupture occurs when wall stress exceeds wall strength. However, the detailed mechanisms that weaken the wall and drive the evolution of the aneurysm towards stabilization or rupture are not fully understood.
It has been argued that aneurysms are acquired degenerative lesions originated by the effect of hemodynamic stresses, since aneurysm formation can be produced experimentally by solely augmenting hemodynamic stresses for instance by increasing collateral flow after occlusion of one or more feeding vessels. 126 Presumably, the initial lesion leads to exposure of the collagen and formation of a fibrin matrix that triggers a repair process that remodels the wall of the aneurysm, modifying the geometry and creating aberrant flow conditions in the lumen. The lesion of the endothelium also initiates the development of a thin thrombus lining on the exposed collagen surface, which grows and further changes the geometry and the flow conditions. During the remodeling process, mural cells migrate to the intima and synthesize new collagen matrix while smooth muscle cells infiltrate the luminal thrombus increasing the strength of the wall and protecting it from rupture. Under these conditions, the unruptured walls present myointimal hyperplasia and thrombus. 39 Luminal thrombosis is known to cause two separate effects leading to lesions on cell walls. First, luminal thrombosis produces high oxidative stress in the wall, accumulating cytotoxic oxidized lipids which trigger cell death. Secondly, these intracellular lipids lead to macrophage infiltration in the aneurysm producing inflammation. Inflammation and matrix degradation processes induce repair mechanisms, such as mural cells migrating to the intima and synthesizing new collagen that counteract the degradative process. In this stage the aneurysm is stable. 40 When there is a loss of mural cells, the repair mechanisms are interrupted and the aneurysm wall matrix degenerates and becomes too fragile to resist hemodynamic pressure and eventually the aneurysm ruptures. 65 The purpose of this article is to review the current knowledge of aneurysm risk factors and the suggested connections between them and the underlying mechanisms governing the aneurysm natural history. This is not a systematic or a comprehensive review; it highlights some of the effects of different risk factors that have been proposed in the literature. In particular, we will consider the aneurysm location, multiplicity, geometry and hemodynamics, the peri-aneurysmal environment, the vessel wall status, and the patient's genetics and clinical factors.
LOCATION

Posterior Circulation
Intracranial aneurysms located in the posterior circulation are less frequent (10-20%) 47, 142 and have been associated with a higher risk of rupture 32, 142 than aneurysms in the anterior circulation. However, the connections between location and differences in risk of rupture remain largely unexplained. 142 The most common location in the posterior circulation is the tip of the basilar artery (BA), followed by the origin of the posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA). 47 A recent study 125 found that basilar tip aneurysms occur more often with asymmetric artery fusion, which could be related to a more fragile vessel disposition as it is not fully matured or to a possible local increase in the hemodynamic stress in these locations. Aneurysms of the PICA are relatively rare, they account for approximately 2-3% of all intracranial aneurysms and about 18% of all aneurysms in the posterior circulation, but aneurysms in this location have a high rupture rate (approximately 80% are ruptured). 99 Aneurysms of the posterior cerebral artery (PCA) are also rare, they account for 1-2% of all cerebral aneurysms and approximately 7% of all posterior circulation aneurysms. Over 30% of them are large or giant, and they often exhibit tumor-like symptoms. 52, 144 They are most commonly located in the P1 114 or P2 segments of the PCA, and have a high degree of coincidence with other vascular lesions such as arterio-venous malformations or multiple aneurysms, suggesting a possible influence of increased hemodynamic stresses on their development.
Aneurysms of the trunk of the basilar artery are rare, they comprise less than 1% of all intracranial aneurysms, however they have high rupture rates (72% ruptured vs. 28% unruptured), high female prevalence (over 80%), and exhibit high degree of multiplicity (approximately 30%). 47 This could suggest that aneurysm formation at this location is related to vessel wall fragility. 47 Additionally, it has been argued that aneurysms develop at arterial bifurcations due to locally increased hemodynamic stress, so the fact that the basilar trunk does not have any major bifurcation could explain the low incidence of aneurysms in this location. 47 
Anterior Circulation
Most intracranial aneurysms are located in the anterior circulation. The most common locations for anterior circulation aneurysms are the anterior communicating artery (ACOM) followed by the posterior communicating artery (PCOM), the middle cerebral artery (MCA), and the internal carotid artery (ICA). 32 Differences in the size distribution of ruptured aneurysms according to location have been reported. 146 In one study, the rank order of decreasing aneurysm size for ruptured lesion was: ICA-ophthalmic, ICA bifurcation, BA tip, MCA bifurcation, PCOM, ACOM, PICA and distal aneurysms.
14 Another study found the size order of ruptured aneurysms in the Korean population was: BA, MCA, ICA, and anterior cerebral artery (ACA), and observed that many ruptured aneurysms were small (<6 mm) suggesting that rupture risk does not depend only on aneurysm size. 54 A study of the Chinese population indicated that most aneurysms occurred in the anterior circulation and that the most common sites for rupture were the ACOM and PCOM, and that a large portion of ruptured aneurysms were small (under 5 mm). 70 Others showed that aneurysms in the ACA or the ACOM were more often ruptured than unruptured, while aneurysms in the MCA were more often unruptured than ruptured. 9 Another study 95 showed that aneurysms in the ACOM and ACA have an increased tendency to rupture (even small aneurysms under 10 mm), and that ruptured aneurysms were smaller in the ACOM than in the ICA and MCA. Since the diameter of the ACOM and distal ACA are typically smaller than the ICA and MCA, the authors speculated that the size at rupture may be determined by the original wall thickness and diameter of the parent vessel. Similarly, other researchers hypothesize that, according to Laplace's law (which states that the tension required to withstand a given pressure increases with the diameter of a vessel), the critical diameter for rupture is proportional to the average wall thickness. This suggests that aneurysms at smaller arteries may rupture at smaller sizes since they had initially thinner walls.
14 All these observations seem to indicate that rupture risk depends on the location, and that aneurysms at the ACOM and PCOM are more prone to rupture than aneurysms at other locations.
Hypoplasia of the A1 segment of the ACA has been found more frequently in patients with ACOM aneurysms than in those with aneurysms in other locations. 67 Additionally, in patients with ACOM aneurysms larger necks on the dominant side have been observed. 68 These observations led the authors to believe that hemodynamics in the anterior circle of Willis is important for the initiation, growth and rupture of ACOM aneurysms. A study of the flow dynamics in the ACOM complex using in vitro models with idealized geometries showed that geometric changes from a symmetric to an asymmetrical ACOM complex develops cross-flows and high wall shear stress (WSS) at the ACOM artery. 136 This high WSS (about 5-10 times larger than the normal range of 10-20 dyne/cm 2 ) was considered to play an important role for the formation of aneurysms at this location. 136 Another study showed that ACOM aneurysms arise from the dominant side, but are also associated with smaller A1-A2 angle junction of the ACOM complex, where higher hemodynamic stress may occur in patients with normoplastic A1 segments. 64 Several researchers analyzed the flow dynamics in the ACOM complex. In one study, 152 PIV and LDV techniques were used to analyze the flows in ACOM aneurysms of varying aspect ratios using in vitro models with idealize geometries. In this study, the highest WSS (about 28 dyne/cm 2 ) occurred at the aneurysm neck while slow flow and low WSS (below 5 dyne/cm 2 ) were observed within the aneurysm sac. The authors suggested that the high WSS at the neck activates platelets and initiates the development of a thrombus that anchors on the dome where very slow flow takes place, inducing inflammation and wall digestion and predisposing the aneurysm for rupture. However, these WSS levels are not higher than those prevailing at branch points in cerebral arteries, where platelet activation does not seem to normally take place. A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study 43 with idealized geometries showed that differences in the diameters of the A1 segments of more than 50%, induced high WSS in the ACOM artery (25-70 dyne/cm 2 ), suggesting a possible explanation to why ACOM aneurysms are more frequent and more prone to rupture than aneurysms in other locations. An image-based CFD study indicated that asymmetric geometries of the ACOM complex or asymmetric ICA flow waveforms can significantly affect the complexity and stability of flow patterns within ACOM aneurysms. 17 This study also highlighted the importance of considering the patient-specific geometry of the ACOM complex including both avenues of flows when analyzing the flow dynamics of ACOM aneurysms. 16 A subsequent study based on 26 patientspecific CFD models found that ruptured ACOM aneurysms had on average about 2.3 times higher maximum WSS than unruptured aneurysms at this location, and that asymmetric flow division at the aneurysm neck was more common in ruptured aneurysms. 19 In another CFD study, 57 cross flows (flows with opposite directions) were observed in bilateral ACOM arteries, depending on the symmetry of the ICA flow waveforms. These cross flows induced high WSS (65-185 dyne/cm 2 ) in the ACOM artery, which could play a role in aneurysm development. All these studies and observations seem to suggest that abnormal flow conditions and high WSS in particular, play an important role in the development and rupture of ACOM aneurysms.
Studies of ACA aneurysms showed that aneurysms in the A1, A2 or distal ACA (A3 or beyond) are rare, comprising <1% of all aneurysms. 35, 76, 79 These studies also showed that these aneurysms often occur at the origin of perforators, have thin walls, have high multiplicity (although mirror aneurysms are rare), are frequently associated with vascular anomalies of the circle of Willis, and rupture at smaller sizes than aneurysms at other locations. These observations led the authors to suggest that fragile thin walls and abnormal hemodynamics play an important role in the development and rupture of aneurysms at these locations.
The ICA is the most common site for unruptured intracranial aneurysms, about 38% of all unruptured aneurysms are found in this artery. 33 PCOM aneurysms have high prevalence; they comprise approximately 25% of all intracranial aneurysms and about 50% of all aneurysms of the ICA. 46 True PCOM aneurysms (those arising purely from the PCOM artery, not its junction to the ICA) constitute about 10% of all PCOM aneurysms. They tend to be smaller than junctional PCOM aneurysms, but have similar prevalence of rupture, which may indicate a higher rupture risk. Additionally, larger ipsilateral P1 and P2 segments of the PCA have been observed in association with true PCOM aneurysms, consistent with larger flows and higher WSS through the PCOM artery. 46 A CFD study 7 using four patient-specific geometries of aneurysms and infundibulae at the PCOM artery origin in the ICA observed flow impingement at the distal wall and creation of a region of elevated pressure (4-5 mmHg) surrounded by a band of high WSS (200-300 dyne/cm 2 ). The authors suggest these regions coincide with sites of rupture of the infundibulae or progression to aneurysms, and that once the aneurysms form at this location flow impinges at the dome of the aneurysm and near the location of secondary blebs.
A study 78 of aneurysms located at the origin of the anterior choroidal in the ICA showed that they are rare, comprising 2-5% of all intracranial aneurysms. Surgical observations made in this work indicated that they are small, with thin walls, and usually one or more arteries originate at their base. They have high multiplicity; about 60% have multiple aneurysms, usually in the ipsilateral PCOM or MCA. In about 14% of the cases the PCOM is absent. They have relatively low rupture rates (about 60% are unruptured while 40% ruptured), and many of the ruptured aneurysms are small (<7 mm). The authors argue that high multiplicity and thin walls suggests fragile walls, while missing PCOM or coincidence with other ipsilateral aneurysms suggests higher flows and increased hemodynamic stress.
A recent study compared aneurysms at the internal carotid artery bifurcation with aneurysms at the tip of the basilar artery. 142 The results showed that aneurysms are less frequent at the ICA bifurcation than at the BA tip, and the proportion of ruptured to unruptured aneurysms is smaller in the ICA bifurcation than in the BA bifurcation. Since there are two ICA bifurcations for every BA bifurcation, the authors argued for a lower risk of rupture at the ICA bifurcation, and speculated that hemodynamics is not a likely explanation for the higher risk of posterior circulation aneurysms. Another study compared the flow dynamics in ICA and MCA bifurcations using experimental in vitro models with patient-specific geometries. 133 The velocity profile approaching the ICA bifurcation was found to be flattened due to the bends of the carotid siphon making the hemodynamic stress (pressure, tension, shear stress) lower than at the MCA bifurcation where the profile was sharpened. The authors suggested that this effect could explain the lower incidence of aneurysms at the ICA bifurcation than at the MCA bifurcation. Another study 109 found that aneurysms of the ICA bifurcation were deviated to the side of the A1 segment of the ACA, and speculated that this could be explained by the fact that on this side the artery might suffer higher hemodynamic stress.
Two studies of aneurysms at the peri-ophthalmic internal carotid artery used CFD modeling to compare the hemodynamics of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms at this location. They concluded that hemodynamics and WSS can be different between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms despite similar size and anatomical location. 26 Furthermore, relative WSS was about 1.75 times higher in ruptured than in unruptured aneurysms, while WSS in the parent arteries was similar. 29 In contrast, a study of 26 aneurysms in the paraclinoid and supraclinoid ICA found that ruptured and unruptured aneurysms had similar maximal WSS, but ruptured aneurysms had a larger area under low WSS (27% vs. 11%, defined as 10% below the average WSS in the parent artery). 58 Aneurysms of the middle cerebral artery are common; about 20% of all intracranial aneurysms are found at this location. Most MCA aneurysms are located at the MCA bifurcation. Main trunk involvement is rare and aneurysms arise at early branches with a superior orientation consistent with the origin of perforators. 97 Distal MCA aneurysms are uncommon (<2-5% of all aneurysms), they tend to rupture at smaller sizes, and they are mostly fusiform with etiologies of infection or trauma. 55 A CFD study using 20 patient-specific models revealed that compared to the average WSS in the parent vessel (36 dyne/cm 2 ), the WSS was high at the neck of MCA bifurcation aneurysms (143 dyne/cm 2 ) and low at the tip of ruptured aneurysms (16 dyne/cm 2 ), inducing the authors to think that low WSS may facilitate growth and trigger aneurysm rupture. 123 Another CFD study of 24 aneurysms at different locations showed that WSS and aneurysmal inflow rate changed with location, being higher in the MCA and lower in the BA and ACOM arteries. 27 
Circle of Willis
It has been shown that ACOM, PCOM and BA tip aneurysms tend to occur more often in anatomically variant circle of Willis. 125 ACOM aneurysms are found more frequently together with unilateral aplasia of A1 segments of the ACA, followed with hypoplasia and least commonly in a fully developed ACOM complex. PCOM aneurysms tend to occur more frequently with large sized PCOM arteries, and BA tip aneurysms are usually found in asymmetric BA bifurcations. All this evidence may relate to more fragile wall disposition as it is not fully matured, or to altered hemodynamics secondary to the anatomical variation. A cadaveric study of the mestizo population in Colombia showed that aneurysm prevalence was associated to asymmetric configuration of the circle of Willis. 104 The most common variation was hypoplasia of the PCOM, which highlights the importance of the effects of hemodynamic dominance. A later paper argued that the architecture of the circle of Willis seems to influence the distribution of hemodynamic forces, but that aneurysm pathogenesis is still not well understood. 92 Saccular aneurysms usually arise at the distal carina of arterial bifurcations, where the vessels are exposed to maximum impact of WSS. 127 The magnitude of the WSS depends on the geometry of the bifurcation, and is minimum when the relation between radii and angles follows the principle of minimum work given by Murray's law. 89, 90 However, it has been argued that although the distal arterial branches follow the principle of minimum work, the circle of Willis does not, which could explain the higher prevalence of aneurysms in bifurcations with larger angles. 2 A CFD model of the circle of Willis constructed from population averaged characteristics showed that high WSS (>300 dyne/cm 2 ) occurred at locations where aneurysms are frequently seen and in anatomic variations known to have increased risk of aneurysm development. Another paper argued that the circle of Willis influences the development of intracranial aneurysms, and studied whether it also affects the risk of rupture. 36 The authors concluded that the configuration of the circle of Willis was not strongly correlated to rupture, but that moderate risk could not be excluded. A more recent study showed that anomalies of the circle of Willis were more frequently found in ruptured than in unruptured aneurysms of the ACOM or PCOM arteries. 75 Thus, the authors speculate that increased flow in combination with vascular configurations that do not minimize the energy expenditure at bifurcations may, via turbulent flows and increased WSS, contribute to intracranial aneurysm formation and progression.
PERI-ANEURYSMAL ENVIRONMENT
Contacts between the aneurysm and extra-vascular anatomical structures of the peri-aneurysmal environment (PAE) have been suggested as potential factors affecting the rupture risk of intracranial aneurysms. Computer models with idealized geometries have been used to propose that smooth contact constraints provide protective support to the aneurysm dome by decreasing the wall stresses near the fundus, while increased wall stresses can be created by sharp contacts or near the borders of contact regions where the wall can undergo sharp bends or deformations. 115 Imaging studies have focused on the topographic relationship between the aneurysm and the cisternal compartment of the peri-aneurysmal environment. In one study, 129 the presence of contacts between the aneurysm and surrounding structures such as bone, dura, brain cranial nerves, arteries and veins were identified in MR, CT and DSA images. It was found that the peri-aneurysmal environment had a significant influence on aneurysmal rupture pattern, whenever the aneurysm was in direct contact with extravascular structures. The aneurysm shape and likely rupture point (blebs in particular) were influenced by the PAE. This was confirmed in another study that found marked and minor deformations and blebs in regions confronted or adjacent to contacts with PAE structures. 113 Another study suggested that contact with the environment is an additional determinant of the aneurysm evolution and its risk of rupture. 111 A similar study 110 found that, compared to unruptured aneurysms, ruptured aneurysms were larger and more irregular, were more likely to develop contact constraints with the PAE, and showed higher rates of unbalanced constraints. Ruptured aneurysms tended to be located in regions with more constraining PAE's, and irregular shapes were correlated with unbalanced contact constraints.
Interestingly, a study of ruptured distal ACA aneurysms based on surgical observations 77 showed that most of these aneurysms are located at the pericallose artery (A3 segment) and embedded between the two cerebral hemispheres. The authors suggested that these aneurysms tend to rupture at smaller sizes and are associated with higher rates of intra-cerebral hemorrhage than aneurysms in other locations, possibly due to the narrow space provided by the pericallose cistern, i.e., a more constraining PAE than other locations. In contrast, a study of aneurysms in the cavernous internal carotid artery 66 found that aneurysms at this location are typically large, have a low rupture rate, and rupture at larger sizes than aneurysms in other locations. The authors suggested that these observations could be explained by a protective PAE at this location.
Finally, a recent case study of a growing aneurysm analyzed with image-based CFD modeling showed that in some cases contacts with structures of the PAE such as bone can significantly affect the shape and geometrical evolution of the aneurysm and can alter the hemodynamic loads as the aneurysm grows. 120 
MULTIPLICITY
Multiple aneurysms occur in approximately 20-30% of patients with intracranial aneurysms. 6, 81 Mirror aneurysms (occurring at the same locations bilaterally) are found in about 9% of the population, but multiple mirror aneurysms are very rare. 6 In general, researchers seem to believe that multiplicity of cerebral aneurysms is indicative of weaker or more fragile walls throughout the vascular trees. However, as discussed before some locations have higher rates of incidence of multiple aneurysms. Perhaps this could indicate that a combination of fragile walls and increased hemodynamic stress secondary to increased flow in certain vessels around the circle of Willis would give rise to multiple lesions along the affected vascular tree.
A case study of multiple aneurysms in the internal carotid artery seems to give support to this idea. 41 This report describes the treatment of a giant ICA cavernous aneurysm and two supra-ophthalmic ICA aneurysms via parent artery occlusion. After balloon occlusion of the ICA proximal to the giant cavernous ICA aneurysm, flow reversal in the ICA and flow to the ophthalmic artery and the supra-ophthalmic aneurysms via collateralization through the PCOM and the ACOM were observed. Subsequently, thrombosis and regression of the two supra-ophthalmic aneurysms sizes were observed. The authors then suggested that changes in the cerebral hemodynamics can lead to plastic changes in the vessel architecture.
In contrast, a case study of a patient with mirror aneurysms in which a de novo aneurysm developed and ruptured 53 argued that the mechanism of development of multiple aneurysms, especially mirrors, cannot be explained based only on hemodynamic factors and congenital segmental arterial vulnerability which is generalized rather than focal is highly likely.
Additionally, another study suggested that multiple aneurysms could arise as consequence of developmental defects in embryological territories that affect vascular segments. 13 A different study 15 argued that multiple vascular lesions raise the hypothesis that these patients have a strong congenital predisposition for intracranial aneurysms or a significantly higher exposure to acquired risk factors. In their study the authors found differences in the relative prevalence of risk factors between multiple and pure mirror aneurysms, and suggested that this observation provides support to the hypothesis of a different etiologic process occurring in mirror aneurysms.
A study based on image-based CFD compared the hemodynamics between the ruptured and the unruptured aneurysm in 9 pairs of mirror aneurysms. 81 It was found that the ruptured aneurysms had more irregular WSS distributions, a larger portion of the aneurysm sac under low WSS (12.2 vs. 3.96%, defined as WSS <15 dyne/cm 2 ) and higher oscillatory shear index (OSI). This suggests that controlling for genetics, location and other patient-specific risk factors, the hemodynamic loading of the aneurysm can have a significant influence on its rupture potential.
GEOMETRY
Size
The data of the International Study of Unruptured Intracranial Aneurysms (ISUIA), one of the largest studies of aneurysm risk, indicated that aneurysm size and location have a significant role in determining the risk of future rupture of intracranial aneurysms. 148 This study identified asymptomatic small aneurysms (<7 mm) located in the anterior circulation as the lowest-risk natural history group. Similarly, a metaanalysis of data from unruptured aneurysms longitudinally suggested that the relative rupture risk of aneurysms larger than 10 mm compared to aneurysms smaller than 10 mm were over 5 times higher. 32 In contrast, other studies found no significant differences in the size of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms, i.e., no size threshold at which the frequency of ruptured aneurysms increased abruptly, and also no difference in the proportion of ruptured to unruptured aneurysms for sizes below 7 mm or below 10 mm. 9 In contrast to the ISUIA, this study also observed that most small aneurysms, both ruptured and unruptured aneurysms smaller than 7 mm, are located in the anterior circulation. This led the authors to conclude that size is not the most important determinant of aneurysm rupture risk, as many anterior circulation aneurysms do rupture. Similarly, another study of ruptured aneurysms concluded that many small aneurysms (<5 mm) do rupture, and that many small aneurysms are associated with large SAH volumes. 97 In a subsequent study most ruptured aneurysms were <7 mm in size (mean diameter was 6.28 mm), and about 72% of ruptured aneurysms were smaller than 7 mm in diameter and 88% smaller than 10 mm. 56 Based on location the data also showed that ACOM aneurysms most often presented with rupture sizes <7 mm (77%) and 10 mm (92%) in diameter. Additionally, symptomatic aneurysms are often large and produce a mass effect, and it is difficult to separate size from being symptomatic as independent factors. 5 On the other hand, studies of giant intracranial aneurysms showed that although they have a relatively low incidence (about 5% of all aneurysms) they have a high rupture risk; rupture rate is over 50% and mortality is over 60% in 2 years. 31, 102 Most giant aneurysms present with symptoms in the form of SAH, mass effect (the most common symptom), cerebral ischemia, and embolic events. 102 Giant aneurysms have a predilection for cavernous and proximal ICA, followed by the ophthalmic artery, and the MCA. Two thirds occur in the anterior circulation and one third in the posterior circulation. In the posterior circulation, most giant aneurysms are located at the tip of the BA and the P1 segment of the PCA, mid basilar and vertebra-basilar junction are less frequent, and most aneurysms at these latter locations are fusiform. This is a heterogeneous group that includes saccular as well as fusiform aneurysms from atherosclerotic origin. Giant saccular aneurysms are thought to develop by gradual enlargement of small saccular aneurysms by repeated endothelial damage from turbulent flow and subsequent healing of the wall, while giant fusiform aneurysms are thought to develop from atherosclerotic degeneration of the wall. 31 
Shape
Aneurysm shape has been proposed as an important factor for the assessment of aneurysm rupture risk in several studies. For instance, the aspect ratio (AR) between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms was found to be significantly different, with almost 80% of ruptured aneurysms having AR >1.6 while almost 90% of unruptured aneurysm having AR <1.6.
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This study proposed that the aspect ratio may be useful in predicting imminent aneurysmal ruptures, and suggests that larger aspect ratios are associated with slower flows that induce thrombosis and wall degeneration.
Subsequently, irregular multilobular appearances were found to be significantly more common in ruptured aneurysms with sizes between 5 and 9 mm. 10 Similarly, non-spherical shapes (oval, oblong and multilobulated) were found to be associated with rupture. 36 Additionally, aneurysms where the flow from the parent artery enters straight into the aneurysm (determined by looking at the angle between the aneurysm and the parent artery axis) were also associated with rupture. 36 In another study, shape descriptors or indices based on geometric moment invariants were shown to be better predictors of aneurysm rupture state than AR or size. 88 Later, univariate and multivariate statistical analyses showed that Zernike moment invariants computed on the aneurysm sac and a small portion of the parent artery were better predictors of rupture of MCA aneurysms than other geometric descriptors such as size, neck, depth, surface area, volume, and aspect ratio. 140 Other researchers proposed the entropy of the centroid radii model as a descriptor of the aneurysm shape and a discriminator of aneurysm rupture status. They analyzed sidewall and bifurcation aneurysms separately and found a classification accuracy of 80 and 70%, respectively. 73 Similarly, the use of the writhe number, which measures the extent to which a curve twists and coils around itself, to characterize aneurysm shapes and predict aneurysm rupture status resulted in approximately 86% accuracy for sidewall aneurysms and 71% accuracy for bifurcation aneurysms. 74 
Geometric Indices
Many studies have focused on identifying sets of geometric indices to discriminate between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms. Various indices, their physical interpretations, and possible role as prognosticators for rupture risk are discussed in Ma et al.
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A comparison of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms in the same patients found that size and AR were significantly different between these two groups. 91 The authors argued that the larger the AR, the slower the intra-aneurysmal flow, and that the higher risk for larger AR could be explained because slow flows were thought to be associated with higher risk due to a higher propensity for degenerative processes at the wall. Another study found that maximum diameter, height, maximum width, bulge height, parent artery diameter, aspect ratio, bottleneck factor and aneurysm/parent artery ratio were significantly associated to rupture. 48 Multivariate statistics showed that bottleneck factor and high-width ratios were consistently associated with rupture. 48 Similarly, statistical differences were found between mean values in ruptured and unruptured aneurysm groups for size ratio, undulation index, non-sphericity index, ellipticity index, aneurysms angle, and aspect ratio. Size ratio and aneurysm angle were highlighted as parameters that take into account the vessel geometry and thus could bridge the gap between morphological studies and qualitative location based studies. 37 In order to understand the effects of size ratio on aneurysmal flow, a sidewall and a terminal aneurysm were analyzed with CFD. 135 It was observed that higher size ratio, irrespective of aneurysm type and absolute aneurysm or vessel size, gives rise to flow patterns typically observed in ruptured aneurysms. The authors concluded that these results provide hemodynamic support for the existing correlation between size ratio and aneurysm rupture. Similarly, CFD studies of 34 saccular aneurysms suggested a linear correlation between the spatial average of WSS and an area index computed as the ratio of the aneurysm area and the artery area at the model inlet. 138, 139 Other studies analyzed the ability of geometric indices and their combinations to discriminate ruptured from unruptured aneurysms. A logistic regression model using aneurysm height, width and neck size identified aneurysm rupture status with good accuracy (83% sensitivity and 80% accuracy). 101 A binary logistic regression model using aspect ratio and size ratio showed good sensitivity (approximately 84%) and specificity (about 66%). 154 Logistic regression was used to evaluate the independent predictive value of maximum size and size ratio, only size ratio remained in the final predictive model. 105 Aspect ratio, bottleneck ratio, height-width ratio, and volume-to-neck area ratio were found to be correlated to rupture status. 108 Volume-to-ostium ratio showed better discrimination for aneurysm rupture status than size and AR. 153 More recently, it has been reported that size ratio is not useful for bifurcation aneurysms and that the incremental contribution of the size ratio over height or maximum diameter could not be validated for sidewall aneurysms. 71 Similarly, AR, height-width and bottleneck factor were shown to depend on parameter definition, thus it was concluded that adoption of a standard methodology and sizing nomenclature seems critical to ensure a reproducible rupture prediction. 72 A comparison of aneurysm geometry with a bounding sphere revealed a trend associating the ratios of aneurysm volume and surface area with rupture. 28 In another study, AR over 1.6, dome diameter over 10 mm, a deviated neck, and right-sidedness were independently associated with aneurysm rupture in a large retrospective cohort. 3 Deviation of the aneurysm neck was most commonly observed in ruptured than unruptured terminal aneurysm, and CFD analyses showed that this neck deviation caused flow separation and stagnation within the aneurysm. 96 Additionally, a CFD study of 42 terminal aneurysms showed that asymmetric flow patterns splitting from the parent artery and sliding along the side wall of the aneurysms and producing regions of elevated WSS were more common in ruptured than unruptured aneurysms. 18 Finally, ruptured aneurysms were found to have more obtuse angles (more aligned with the parent artery axis, i.e., aligned with the flow) than unruptured aneurysms and a CFD analysis with idealized geometrical models showed that increasing angle, the flow exhibits higher jet velocity and kinetic energy as well as higher WSS and WSS gradients. 8 Another CFD analysis of 21 patient-specific models showed that aneurysms with an axis parallel to the parent artery have a tendency to have a jet flow pattern and uneven distribution of unsteady pressure. The authors pointed out that these aneurysms may have a higher rate of rupture as than those with a main axis perpendicular to the parent artery. 131 
HEMODYNAMICS
Hemodynamics has been proposed for many years as a fundamental player in the process of aneurysm formation and progression. An early review of the supporting evidence of the theory of congenital etiology of saccular aneurysms concluded that there is no evidence of a congenital, developmental, or inherited weakness of the wall; and that the most plausible explanation is that aneurysms are acquired degenerative lesions caused by hemodynamic stress. 126 The authors explained that the mural atrophy leading to aneurysm development can be produced experimentally by hemodynamics alone. Occlusion of one or more feeding vessels may enhance the possibility of aneurysm formation at arterial bifurcations subjected to augmented hemodynamic stress associated to collateral flow. Hypertension and connective tissue disorders associated with acquired loss of tensile strength of the connective tissues are not essential; they seem to be aggravating rather than causal factors. Another study explains that saccular cerebral aneurysms are induced in rats by ligation of one or both of the common carotid arteries, experimental hypertension, and beta-aminopropionitrile feeding. 42 Combination of ligation of the carotid artery and experimental hypertension induce aneurysms within a few months by increasing hemodynamic stress. Betaaminopropionitrile makes the arterial wall fragile, increasing the incidence of aneurysmal development. They observed that aneurysms are strongly related to increased hemodynamic stress, are located on the large arteries at the base of the brain, and some originate from the apex of bifurcations.
Later, a study using 2D CFD simulations of idealized aneurysm models in curved and bifurcating arteries showed increased WSS, pressure and impulse at the apex of bifurcations and outer wall of curved vessels. 38 The authors concluded that in the absence of any underlying disease process aneurysm development is a mechanically mediated event. Another study explains that congenital aneurysms, which are mainly observed at branching sites in the circle of Willis, are developed as a consequence of mechanically-induced degeneration of the wall internal elastic lamina with a genetic predisposition in the form of a wall structure deficiency in frequent familial context. 11 In this same study, high pressure zones were observed in CFD models, especially of terminal aneurysms; and the authors suggest that the greater the pressure, the greater the risk of aneurysm rupture. But, they also raise the question of whether the sites of high wall tension susceptible to rupture coincide with regions of high pressure.
More recently, it has been shown that a combination of high WSS (>1220 dyne/cm 2 ) and positive wall shear stress gradient (WSSG) (>5300 dyne/cm 2 /mm) produced by bilateral common carotid artery ligation induce aneurysm formation at the terminus of the basilar artery in rabbit models. 87 Subsequently, it has been suggested that some risk factors such as smoking, alcohol and cocaine consumption, are thought to induce aneurysm formation via mechanisms that increase blood pressure and hemodynamic stresses. 100 After the aneurysm has formed, complex hemodynamic flow patterns are thought to play a role in its continued growth and eventual rupture. Local pathological alterations of hemodynamic forces can injure the vascular lining inducing inflammatory responses that result in vascular smooth muscle cell apoptosis and migration and endothelial cell remodeling.
Several CFD based studies have proposed different indices as markers of regions prone to aneurysm formation such as the aneurysm formation indicator (AIF) 84 or the gradient oscillatory number (GON). 121 However, it is still not clear if these variables can reliably identify local hemodynamic conditions that lead to aneurysm initiation. 118 Since associations between aneurysm rupture and irregular shapes and in particular the presence of blebs or secondary lobulations have been reported, several studies have investigated possible relationships between local hemodynamics and the formation of blebs in intracranial aneurysms. An in vitro LDV study in two realistic models of an MCA and a BA tip aneurysm showed non-uniform WSS distribution in the aneurysm walls and regions exposed to relatively high WSS. Blebs of both aneurysms were exposed to high WSS, and unlike previous idealized studies, the inflow zone was not exposed to high WSS. 134 Similarly, high resolution PC-MR in 2 realistic in vitro models of BA and MCA bifurcation aneurysms revealed that a bleb region in the BA tip and a dome region in the MCA aneurysm were consistently exposed to higher WSS within a small local area with high spatial variation and little temporal change in comparison to other aneurysmal regions. 1 Another study, using mathematical models of the wall mechanics, proposed the formation of blebs as a likely path to aneurysm rupture. 86 The authors suggested that the formation of daughter aneurysms temporarily decreases the wall tension protecting the aneurysm from imminent rupture, until further growth elevates the tension leading to rupture. Later, a patient-specific CFD study of the development of small blisters in three aneurysms longitudinally followed suggested that low WSS magnitude (<10 dyne/cm 2 ) may trigger aneurysm progression and that blister formation is associated with high WSS gradient in the large region of low WSS. 122 In contrast, a CFD study of 30 blebs in 20 aneurysms showed that most blebs occurred at or adjacent to regions previously exposed to the highest WSS and were aligned with the inflow stream. 25 This study also suggested that once blebs form they develop counter circulation vortices and progress to a state of lower WSS.
Numerous studies have compared the hemodynamics of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms. A study of 53 patient-specific geometries argued that wide-necked aneurysms or those with wide-caliber draining vessels are high flow lesions that tend to rupture at larger sizes, and that small-necked aneurysms or those with small-caliber draining vessels are low flow lesions that tend to rupture at smaller sizes. 44 Another study based on 62 patientspecific CFD models observed that concentrated inflow jets, small regions of flow impingement, complex and unstable flow patterns were more frequent in ruptured than unruptured aneurysms. 20 Subsequently, two case studies of aneurysms imaged immediately before they ruptured confirmed that these qualitative characteristics were present in these two aneurysms which were obviously at high risk of rupture. 21, 119 Later studies based on 210 CFD models confirmed these trends, 24 and defined quantitative indices such as maximal WSS, the inflow concentration index (ICI), shear concentration index (SCI), and viscous dissipation ratio (VDR) that were found to be higher (except for VDR which was lower) in ruptured than in unruptured aneurysms. 23 Another study 59 defined a flow impingement index (IMI) and showed that the maximum WSS increased with the IMI but the area of high WSS (defined as the region where WSS >0.5*max WSS) is not proportional to the size of impingement. Additionally, this study showed that there is a time delay between the flow impingement and the peak flow in the parent artery, which depends on the aneurysm size and heart rate. 59 In a recent study of one MCA aneurysm, non-laminar flow behavior was observed, and it was concluded that turbulence can be present in intracranial aneurysms, causing increased WSS magnitude, increased frequency at which the WSS vector changes direction, and local pressure fluctuations; however it is unknown how these effects would alter cell remodeling and affect the wall. 141 As mentioned before, CFD studies of ACOM aneurysms, 19 ophthalmic artery aneurysms, 26 and terminal aneurysms 18 showed that ruptured aneurysms had on average higher WSS than unruptured aneurysms. In contrast, other studies found that ruptured aneurysms were under lower WSS 123 and had larger areas under low WSS than unruptured aneurysms. 58, 138 In another study, multivariate logistic regression analysis of morphological (size ratio, undulation index, ellipticity index, non-sphericity index) and hemodynamic parameters (average WSS, maximal WSS, low WSS area, average OSI, number of vortices, relative residence time) in 119 patient-specific CFD models identified WSS, size ratio and OSI as independent discriminants of aneurysm rupture status. 150 It has recently been argued that apparent discrepancies in CFD findings 63 arise from simplistic univariate analysis that can be resolved with multivariate analysis 149 and multi-population multicenter data. 22, 107 Finally, studying aneurysm growth is important because aneurysm rupture has been significantly associated with aneurysm growth during follow up. 30, 61 A few studies have compared the hemodynamics of growing and stable aneurysms longitudinally followed. One study compared a growing aneurysm to a stable aneurysm and observed abnormally low WSS (<10 dyne/cm 2 ) in the region where the aneurysm grew. 60 Similarly, another study analyzed seven growing aneurysms and concluded that aneurysmal growth occurs at regions of abnormally low WSS 12 (<7 dyne/cm 2 ). Another study considered 9 growing aneurysms and 16 stable ones and observed that complex, unstable flow patterns and concentrated inflows were more common in growing aneurysms, and that growing aneurysms had lower viscous dissipation ratios, higher maximum WSS, lower minimum WSS, larger areas under low WSS, and larger OSI. 116 Another CFD study of two growing tandem aneurysms of the PICA showed that the proximal multilobular aneurysm had high flow and physiological levels of WSS (4.5-12 dyne/cm 2 ) in the region of growth, whereas the distal rounded aneurysm had low flow and low WSS (0.2-4.5 dyne/cm 2 ) in the growing sac. 130 This study suggested that the growing region of an aneurysm could be exposed to either high WSS at the inflow zone or to low WSS and high OSI in the aneurysm sac.
Other studies compared the hemodynamics in stable aneurysms and in aneurysm that ruptured during the observation period. One such study compared 6 ruptured aneurysm to 26 stable aneurysms and found that the so called energy loss coefficient (EL) was higher in the ruptured group, but WSS was similar between the two groups. 103 Additionally, flow visualizations suggested that although the mean average inflow speed of ruptured aneurysms was 2 times higher than that of the stable aneurysms, the flow inside ruptured aneurysms appeared to undergo longer resident tracks, with stronger impact on the aneurysm wall. On the contrary, the flow inside stable aneurysms passed smoothly through the aneurysms. A second study analyzed 50 ICA aneurysms (6 ruptured during observation) and 50 MCA aneurysms (7 ruptured during observation) and concluded that a pressure loss coefficient (PL) was smaller in the aneurysms that ruptured for both locations, minimum WSS was lower for ruptured aneurysms in the ICA but not in the MCA, and average WSS, maximum WSS, OSI and EL were not significantly different between the two groups. 132 
VASCULAR WALL
Hemodynamic studies provide information and describe the blood flow environment within the aneurysms and the loads on the aneurysm walls. This is important because it is thought that these loads and hemodynamic conditions induce mechano-biological changes in the wall structure that tend to weaken and degenerate the wall thus provoking aneurysmal progression towards rupture. However, as shown by a study based on idealized structural models of aneurysms, the shape of the aneurysm, its material properties as well as the loading, not just its size, are important factors that affect the distribution of stresses and strains within the wall. 69 Previous studies based on anatomical and histological observations reported on the site of aneurysm rupture. One such study reported that 57% of ruptures involve the dome, 33% involve the middle part of the aneurysm, and 10% the neck. 93 Others have reported that 84% of ruptures involve the dome, 14% involve the wall, and 2% involve the neck. 145 An in vitro study of two ruptured aneurysms using patient-specific geometries from cadaveric data showed that in these aneurysms the flow entered through the distal neck and impacted on the distal side wall, where the aneurysms had ruptured. 49 Subsequently, fluid-structure interaction models using patient-specific geometries were used to estimate the distribution of wall stresses. One such study analyzed the wall stress in an aneurysm located in the MCA bifurcation assuming uniform distributions of wall thickness and material properties. 50 A region of high wall tension (5 9 10 6 dyne/cm 2 ) was observed at the fundus of the aneurysm; where it is believed that aneurysms usually rupture.
Determining unambiguously the site of rupture of cerebral aneurysms is challenging. One study used cardiac-gated dynamic CTA to image aneurysm wall pulsation in vitro. 45 In ruptured aneurysms, the bleeding site was considered to correspond to the area of observed pulsation, and in unruptured aneurysms, the detection of pulsation was associated with subsequent change in shape in follow up exams. Although previous studies have reported that it is very likely for a bleb to be the bleeding site, 83 determination of the rupture site through dynamic imaging of wall pulsation in clinical cases indicate that this is not always true.
It has been suggested that the point of aneurysmal rupture is the thinnest part of the aneurysm wall. 51 A recent study based on mechanical testing of aneurysm tissue harvested during surgical clipping demonstrated three main tissue classes: soft, rigid and intermediate. 34 The analysis had to be performed for each gender separately, and tissue was found to be on average more rigid in unruptured aneurysms than in ruptured aneurysms within each gender subgroup. Additionally, it was reported that wall thickness was not correlated to the rupture status. On the other hand, other studies have tried to image the wall thickness in vitro. One study used black blood MRI techniques and reported that the neck region is thicker than the dome region, and had similar (or even higher) thickness to the adjacent parent artery. 98 Another study described intra-operative estimations of the wall thickness, and indicated that the dome of unruptured aneurysms is highly heterogeneous with areas of variable thickness that appear to be related to the process of aneurysm development. 62 It was argued that these inconstant properties affect wall tensile stress and may play a role in aneurysm pathogenesis and focal rupture. Interestingly, it was also observed that small aneurysms have a larger portion of thin wall than larger aneurysms.
GENETICS
Some hereditary disorders that cause vascular abnormalities, such as Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD) or Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome (EDS) Type IV, have been associated with intracranial aneurysms or aneurysmal SAH. Aneurysm prevalence in ADPKD has been estimated at approximately 5 times that in the general population. 94 Growth and rupture risks have not been found to be higher than those of unruptured aneurysms in the general population. 5, 94 The risk of prevalence or rupture of intracranial aneurysms of patients with a history of one or more other family members suffering from SAH have been shown to depend on the number of affected relatives, increasing for one and particularly two or more relatives in comparison to the risk of sporadic cases. 151 Additionally, in familial aneurysms, some aneurysm characteristics such as location, size and the age at the rupture were shown to differ from sporadic aneurysms, being generally larger at time of rupture and more likely to be multiple. Thus, it has been suggested that familial aggregation may relate to genetic factors that determine defects of the arterial wall and interact with shared environmental factors that predispose to a relative weakness of the arterial wall. 150 However, no clear links to genetic determinants for aneurysms have been reported in the literature, 84 and the reported associations seem weaker in comparison to other factors. Moreover, based on a large population study of Nordic twins with a follow-up of 6 million personyears, heritability did not seem to be a determining factor for rupture. High incidence of SAH in a familial group has been most likely attributed to shared environmental risk factors rather than to a genetic origin. 21 
CLINICAL FACTORS
Female gender, smoker and ADPKD are the major identified clinical risks factors for intracranial aneurysm formation. Smoking particularly has been shown to increase both, the formation of new aneurysms and the growth rate of preexisting ones. 20 Smoking is known to cause inflammation in the arterial walls, which in turns weakens and predisposes the wall for aneurysm formation. Most of the factors related to prevalence of aneurysms seem to relate or affect either the artery wall or the hemodynamic loads. 138 It has been suggested that the increased female prevalence of cerebral aneurysms and SAH peaks in post-menopausal period, when there is a fall in estrogen levels. Changes in estrogen levels may have ramifications on vascular integrity, as it promotes the normal function of vascular wall. 60 It has also been suggested that anatomical and physiological factors such as differences in vessel size and blood flow velocity result in higher hemodynamic forces acting on the vessel wall in females, increasing the risk of prevalence and rupture. 80 Smoking seems to be an indisputable risk factor of rupture. 30, 59, 118, 121 It has been postulated that average SAH attack rate increases with age, and then it plateaus in older group, or even decreases after 50 years. 49 Hypertension is also considered among the major risk factors of rupture. 30, 121 It has been suggested that hypertension might be associated with both an increased aneurysm growth rate and inadequate wall repair, which may lead to rupture. 97 Another study proposed that smoking increased blood viscosity which in turn increased the WSS and OSI at sites where aneurysms usually develop. 124 However, this factor seems to be controversial. A case-control study of 163 new cases of SAH, reported that confirmed hypertension, based on target organ damage, was not an independent risk factor of SAH. 59 A few studies have focused on trigger factors that could precipitate the rupture of intracranial aneurysms. One study found that there was no difference in the seasonal incidence of SAH, and that SAH occurs early in the morning while engaging in activities associated with Valsalva maneuvers. 85 Another study identified and quantified 8 out of 30 potential trigger factors in the period soon before subarachnoid hemorrhage. 130 In the case-crossover study, exposure to triggers is compared to the frequency of exposure. All triggers were related to sudden increase in blood pressure. The highest population-attributable risk factors were coffee consumption and vigorous physical exercise. Similarly, another study found that moderate to extreme physical exertion increased the risk of SAH during the 2-h period after the physical activity. 4 
CONCLUSIONS
The picture presented in Fig. 1 summarizes the data and ideas presented in the literature reviewed in this article. Briefly, several factors induce biological processes in the wall that result in its progressive degeneration, remodeling, weakening and repair. The wall structure and hemodynamic loads determine the wall tension or stress which drives the geometric progression of the aneurysm. In turn, the aneurysm geometry, its size and shape, affects the flow pattern within the aneurysm sac. The hemodynamic environment together with the status of the aneurysm wall induce wall remodeling processes as well as thrombus formation and subsequent inflammation processes that affect the wall structure, thus closing the cycle. The peri-aneurysmal environment plays an important role when the aneurysm enters in contact with extravascular structures that constrain its shape thus influencing wall stresses and subsequent wall remodeling.
Other risk factors seem to indirectly influence this evolution cycle by either altering the hemodynamic loads or affecting the wall structure and cellular composition. Aneurysm location seems to be an important factor that influences the hemodynamics (e.g., through anatomic variants of the circle of Willis, arterial bifurcations, etc.), it also influences the wall structure (e.g., wall thickness at different locations, possible structural deficiencies at bifurcations, etc.), and determines whether the peri-aneurysmal environment is constraining or protective. Genetics and clinical factors seem to predispose the wall for aneurysm development or aggravate its chances of progression and rupture. Finally, rupture appears to occur when wall stress exceeds wall strength, typically precipitated by a trigger factor that suddenly increases the hemodynamic load (pressure).
Several studies have related hemodynamic and geometric variables to aneurysm formation, growth and rupture. However, to date, the results do not seem conclusive and in some cases seem to be in conflict. In our opinion, there are three main reasons: (1) the mechanisms of aneurysm development are multi-factorial, therefore finding a single variable that determines if an aneurysm will rupture may be difficult; (2) there may be competing mechanisms simultaneously at play during the evolution of the aneurysms, for instance wall degeneration associated to abnormal NO production in response to high WSS, or wall degradation associated to inflammation from thrombus formation in regions of low WSS; and (3) the intrinsic limitations of the studies that have been carried out may prevent their direct comparison, generalization and interpretation.
Many studies have established correlations between geometric or hemodynamic variables and clinical events such as growth or rupture. The results of these studies have to be carefully interpreted. First, although correlation does not imply causation, 63 understanding the causes of aneurysm development and progression may help us understand the observed correlations. Therefore, correlation studies are important to constrain theories of aneurysm evolution, since these theories should be able to explain observations such as the ones summarized in this review. Secondly, univariate statistical analysis identifies variables related to rupture, for example, while multi-variate analysis retains independent variables with the strongest association to rupture and eliminates other dependent variables with weaker correlation to rupture. For instance, if max WSS and the area under low WSS (LSA) are not independent and one of them, say LSA, has a slight stronger correlation to rupture, it will be retained by the statistical model. However, this does not necessarily imply that the underlying mechanism is purely related to low WSS effects, it could actually be related to max WSS effects, or a combination of both. Therefore, it is important not only to identify variables connected to rupture (or other clinical events), but also to understand their inter-dependence.
The resolution of these apparent conflicts and identification of the mechanisms leading to wall degeneration and aneurysm progression will likely require multi-center studies based on a common approach and data selection criteria, uniform data analysis and modeling protocols, standardized variable definitions, and multiple populations. 22, 107, 128 Using longitudinal data of unruptured aneurysms, usually comprising small low risk aneurysms, is important to identify which of these aneurysms are likely to grow and subsequently rupture, and thus recommend their preventive treatment. On the other hand, the use of cross-sectional data (at a single time point) of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms is important to identify larger aneurysms that perhaps should be conservatively observed, thus preventing unnecessary interventions. Large multi-center samples are important to obtain statistically significant results valid across populations. Finally, the combination of clinical, imaging, epidemiological, biomechanical and biologic data is important to test hypotheses about the underlying mechanisms governing the natural history of cerebral aneurysms.
